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WHAT IS THE METAVERSE?

The idea of a persistent, networked, 3D cosmos that combines many virtual spaces is 

known as the metaverse. It can be compared to the internet in the far future. Users 

will be able to collaborate, interact, mingle, and play together in these 3D places 

thanks to the metaverse

Although the metaverse isn't entirely realised, certain systems include components 

that are similar to it. At the moment, playing video games offers the closest metaverse 

experience available. Through the holding of in-game occasions and the development of 

virtual economies, developers have expanded the denition of what a game is.

Cryptocurrencies can be a perfect t for a metaverse, however they are not 

necessary. They enable the development of a digital economy with various utility token 

kinds and digital valuables (NFTs). Cryptographic wallets like Trust Wallet and MetaM-

ask would be useful for the metaverse. Additionally, blockchain technology can 

offer dependable and transparent governance structures

Applications that resemble blockchain and the metaverse already exist and give 

individuals a living wage. Many people play the play-to-earn game Axie Innity to 

supplement their income. Other successful instances of fusing the blockchain and 

virtual reality apps are Second Live.

When we look to the future, big tech giants are trying to lead the way. However, the 

decentralized aspects of the blockchain industry is letting smaller players 

participate in the metaverse’s development as well

The idea of a 3D online virtual realm called the metaverse connects individuals from 

all facets of their existence. It would link several platforms, much as how the inter-

net connects various websites that may be accessed using a single browser.

The idea was developed in Neal Stephenson's science ction book Snow Crash. Although 

the concept of a metaverse was long considered to be a myth, it now appears that it 

might become a reality in the near future.
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HOW DOES CRYPTO FIT INTO THE 
METAVERSE?

Gaming offers the 3D aspect of the metaverse but falls short of providing all the 

elements necessary for a complete virtual reality. The other essential components 

that are needed, such as digital ownership evidence, value transfer, governance, and 

accessibility, can be provided by crypto currencies. But what do these actually mean

We'll need a safe means to prove ownership if we ever work, interact, or even buy virtu-

al goods in the metaverse. Transferring these things and our money around the 

metaverse must also feel secure. Finally, if the metaverse will play such a signicant 

role in our lives, we will also want to participate in the decision-making that occurs 

there.

While some rudimentary solutions are already present in several video games, many 

developers prefer to employ blockchain and crypto currency as a superior alterna-

tive. In contrast to the more centralised nature of video-game creation, blockchain 

offers a decentralised and transparent method of handling the topics.
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The video game industry has an inuence on blockchain engineers as well. GameFi 

and Decentralized Finance (DeFi) both frequently use gamication. Future predic-

tions indicate that there will be enough overlap between the two realms for 

further integration. The main blockchain features that make sense for the 

metaverse are:
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Digital proof of ownership:

You can immediately demonstrate ownership of a transaction or an asset on the blockchain if 

you have a wallet with access to your private keys. To demonstrate accountability, you could, 

for instance, provide a precise transcript of your blockchain 

transactions while at work. One of the safest and most reliable ways to establish a digital 

identity and proof of ownership is through a wallet.

Digital collectibility: 

We can prove that an object is original and unique in the same way that we can determine who the 

owner of anything is. This is crucial if the metaverse is to include additional activities from the 

actual world. We can design products using NFTs that are 100% 

original and can never be duplicated or falsied. The ownership of 

tangible objects can also be represented on a blockchain

Transfer of value:

A trusted method of value transfer will be necessary in the metaverse. Multiplayer game 

in-game currency is less safe than cryptocurrency on a blockchain. Users will need a trust-

worthy currency if they spend a lot of time in the metaverse and even make money there

Governance

Users should place a high value on having control over the guidelines that govern their inter-

actions with the metaverse. Real-world voting rights allow us to choose our leaders and 

governments. Blockchain has already shown that it can be used to achieve fair governance in 

the metaverse.

Accessibility:

On public blockchains, anyone in the world can create a wallet. You don't need to pay any 

money or supply any information, in contrast to a bank account. This makes it one of the 

easiest methods to manage money and a digital identity online

Interoperability:

Platform compatibility is always being improved by blockchain technology. Avalanche AVAX) 

and Polkadot (DOT) are two projects that make it possible to build unique blockchains that 

can communicate with one another. Multiple projects will need to be connected by a single 

metaverse, and blockchain technology has already developed solutions for this....


